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Volume 2 Issue 2 

Dear Parents/Students,  

It gives me a great pleasure to inform that your school has received the 

much awaited CBSE affiliation and the students of Class IX of our school 

are now eligible to appear for the board examination in 20-21. 

"Education is a shared commitment between dedicated teachers, 

motivated students and enthusiastic parents with high expectations.” 

While academic excellence is our major thrust, the school is also devoted 

to prepare the students for life, groom them to face the challenges of 

tomorrow, and encourage them to be socially relevant.  

Rajesh Surana, CEO 

Dear Children, 
 

‘Always believe that something wonderful is going to happen’. This is a powerful quote, if you have the 

will, energy, dedication and sincerity to do a task you have the power to make a difference. This power in 

turn gives you the hope that something wonderful will happen. As we publish this ‘Festival Issue’ of the 

newsletter, we celebrate your spirit of participation, success and endeavor. Keep up the good work! Hope 

you had a smoke free and noise free Diwali. Come back to school with renewed energy!! 

Tania Sen, Principal 

 

 ASSOCHAM Award 
We were the proud recipients of the ASSOCHAM award of excellence on 12 July 2019. 
For its marvelous contribution in the field of Education we got the ‘Best School in 
Teaching Learning Practices’ award. ASSOCHAM is The Associated Chambers of 
Commerce & Industry of India.  It has been acknowledged as a significant voice of 
Indian industry in the field of IT, Bio-Technology, Telecom, Banking & Finance, 
Company Law, Corporate Finance, Economic and International Affairs, Tourism, Civil 
Aviation, Corporate Governance, Infrastructure, Energy & Power, Education, Legal 
Reforms, Real Estate & Rural Development etc. 
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I am Shuvadeep Sil of class VIII of Magnus Global School and it’s a privilege to have the honour of being 
chosen as the Literary Captain of my school.  

The Literary Team of MGS offers a competing platform for the knowledge-hungry students. It promises 
to cultivate a passion for quizzing, debating, creative writing, literature, elocution, etc., among the 
students. 

Thanks, 

Shuvadeep Shil 
 

The Magnus Global School - Student Council is a body comprised of 

our students.  The purpose of the Student Council is to give students 

an opportunity to develop leadership by organizing and carrying 

out school activities and service projects.  In addition to planning 

events that contribute to school spirit and community welfare. The 

Student Council is the voice of the student body.  They help share 

students’ ideas, interests and concerns with the school community. 

 

Student Council (2019-20) 

 

Message of Literary Captain: 
 

House

Jal Mohor Das Sritama Mandi Literary Head Shuvadeep Shil

Vayu Souharda Basu Gayetri Roy
Disciplinary 

Head
Ruplekha Kar

Bhumi Souvik Das Shama Parvin Cultural Head Sristi Biswas

Agni Swastika Sharma Rupam Dolui Sports Head
Bhubaneswar 

Ghosh

Captain Vice-Captain Cultural Captains

Magnus Global School - Student Council  2019-20 
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  Summer Workshop 
“Summertime is always the best of what might be.” 

-Charles Bowden 

There is always that one summer that changes you and a Summer 

Workshop is a great opportunity to explore new things or dive deep into 

areas you love. This summer the students of our Magnus Global School 

enjoyed a lot in the workshop arranged in the school campus! It was as if 

apart from the workshop, sunshine became their favourite accessory 

too! 

 

Book Fair 
“That’s the thing about books. They let you travel without moving your feet.”-    
Jhumpa Lahiri  
We lose ourselves in books and we find ourselves there too! The first book 
fair organized in Magnus Global School attracted many readers of all age 
groups. We thank our patron Scholastic India, students and parents who 
made the fair a success. Undoubtedly the world of books is a mesmerizing 
experience. The three days from 18 to 20 July were truly fun-filled. 
 

 Agomoni Special Assembly 
 The students of Magnus Global School welcomed ‘Maa Durga’ with 
warmth in their hearts in the Special "Agomoni" Assembly on 27th 
September! Our Pre- primary students beautifully matched their steps 
with a Puja song. Under the tutelage of Payel Ma’am and Debashis Sir, the 
school choir enthralled the audience with the rendition of melodious 
songs. Students of instrumental music accompanied them. 
We prayed to the Goddess for peace, knowledge and empowerment, to 
overcome all evils in ourselves. 

 
Elocution 
“If you can speak, you can influence. If you can influence, you can change lives.”-
Rob Brown. 
Elocution is an art form created by the innumerable verbal stylings of YOU. Here, 
our students are the artists, painting a picture with their words, touching the 
hearts of the audience. Class III and IV students participated in the Elocution 
Competition on the 27th of September, expressing their views on interesting 
topics- ‘Save water, save life’, ‘If I could fly’, and ‘My favourite breakfast’. 
 

Swachhata Hi Seva 
“Be the change you wish to see’’-Mahatma Gandhi 
On the auspicious occasion of 150th Gandhi Jayanti, from 11th 
September- 2nd October, 2019 as India promised to keep itself 
clean and joined the efforts to make a change, the students of 
Magnus Global School delved into a mission to keep their 
surrounding clean. 
 

Independence Day 
“We are Indians, firstly and lastly.”-B.R. Ambedkar 
This Independence Day, Magnus Student Council took a pledge to protect the 

peace and unity of our great nation. Freedom in our minds, faith in our words, 

pride in our souls! The students of Magnus Global School saluted the nation. 

 

 

School Events 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/specialassembly?fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARATq1soQcw0mTeCT_UOq0MyPetyKyxB_VG8IkyR4dfAB4mmCrUf4ja2gCT0KlNhOUu9gFlaYUL61-_yhLLg1z6hTYPjnmdpQaQSMkWtJB6slOS0qNHntCAuZ1TM_vJQW3hSEUFHnqWHfVA-fWpkNUKxwCzurrEUhle84xLpKzhxUJ1v18qh0qblNhYA1CHhpo81WFi_UtGQJx4eZZZaAq7zYTCIL9vNXcvl19Y1wTrCpP_ekZ4JCaAZX7qnNXonWQfs0vSYDybMMluKeqyN0z-XZaWLGjlcyEEMtS54e_-En-vAWVY-EWDiAaSRuM-wF7DTJPazPpLt0JReXjid3NZUMl5R&__tn__=K-R
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The Power of a Community 

Ushering in the festivities the students of Magnus Global 

School in a unique style felicitated the community helpers on 

1 October 2019 through a special assembly to commemorate 

the birthday of the Father of our Nation, Mahatma 

Gandhi.  As Gandhiji said, "A man is but the product of his 

thoughts. What he thinks, he becomes."...the students of our 

School showed us their bright thoughts! Showing respect 

towards each member of the school community – Teachers, 

House mothers, Bus drivers, Bus escorts, Support staff and 

Office Staff. The community helpers felt elated by this warm 

gesture. 

 

Karate Belt Examination 
“Karate is for life, not points.”-David Walker 
Wearing a black belt does not mean you are invincible. It means you never gave 
up, worked past the pain, overcame the disappointments, did not cave into your 
doubts, faced your fears and learned enough to realize how little you actually 
know. So, here our students are in a learning spree in MGS. On the 29 September 
2019, the school organized the first examination for Karate belt levels amidst 
cheers from parents, students and teachers the examinees showcased their 
skills. 
 

Diwali Celebration 
Students of Magnus Global School welcomed the celebration of light with a hint of colours on their fingertips and 
the warmth of joy in their hearts through display of ‘Rangoli’, ‘Diya’ making and paper crafts on ‘Diwali’ theme. 

Shramdaan 
 
The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself 
in the service of others...Mahatma Gandhi 
Our tribute to the Father of Nation by 
'Shramdaan' an act of service, imbibing the 
spirit, realizing equality and dignity of labour! 
On 1 October 2019 Class V was engaged in – 
clearing the weed to create a flower bed for 
gardening.  Class VI and VII went around 
cleaning the school campus, picking up plastic, 
wrappers and other waste items. Class VIII 
boys and girls were involved in serving food to 
the house staff.  
The school premises reverberated with these 
small acts of labour by the students instilling 
the importance of service in their life. 
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International School Award Activities 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Activity leads to productivity” –Jim Rohn 
The students of Magnus Global School performed different activities for the ISA i.e., the International School 
Award. This is a program by British Council which fosters exchange of educational, social and cultural values 
across the globe. Children from different countries collaborate together on common projects. The students 
truly enjoyed these activities involving exercise of mind and body. 
Some of the ISA activities performed by students at a glance…  

Greet When You Meet (Pre- Primary) 

 The Morning Fill (Class III) 

Skit on Disaster Management (Class V)         First Aid Box (Class V)      

Chinese Doll making (Class I & II) 

Our students prepared a breakfast platter on the theme - ‘The Morning Fill’. The 
dishes were Nachos with vegetables and Tortillas. Cooking with students-
mission was to motivate and empower children to make healthy food choices 
through hands on learning with fresh, affordable food from diverse cultures. In 
this particular activity students worked in teams to arrange the two mouth- 
watering Australian breakfast dishes. 
 

The students of class I & II were 

motivated to learn about the 

traditional Chinese costume by 

making paper dolls as a part of 

the theme ‘Dress Me Daily’. 

This project was a perfect 

blend of creativity and culture. 

 

The students of Class V 

have put together the 

essential elements of a First 

Aid Box with a mind to aid 

the ailments while catering 

to the theme ‘Prepare be 

Aware’. 

 

The pre-primary students learnt the Chinese way of greeting people as a part of the ISA project “Greet When 

We Meet” 

 

A special assembly was 

performed by the 

students of class V on how 

to be safe during natural 

disasters as a part of the 

ISA theme ‘Prepare be 

Aware’. 

 

Trash to Treasure (Class VII) 

 The students of class 

VII made flower vase 

with waste newspaper 

as a part of the ISA 

theme ‘Go Green Keep 

Clean’. They also made 

paper bags. 
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Robotics and Robot 
Debayan Banerjee 
Class -V Kaveri 
 

Robotics deals with the design, construction, information 

and operation of computerized processing of robots. A 

robot is a machine, which combines both software and 

hardware to produce the AI (artificial intelligence). A robot 

can replicate human actions and can do the things, which 

for a human is difficult to do. The robots have made our 

lives very easy by helping us with everything such as 

bringing groceries from the market and lifting heavy 

objects. As science and technology is developing day by day, 

new robots are coming with outstanding facilities, which 

were never observed by human beings before. Today, we 

have robots like ‘SOPHIA’, which works with AI, and can 

talk, behave like real human beings. Sophia is an excellent 

robot, which can help us in studies and can work as our 

assistants. In future, as the technology advances we expect 

other robots to join us. 

                                           
 

 

My Bad Luck 
Arkapriya Mitra, Class VI 

I went to a mall 

There I purchased a ball. 

I liked cherry 

But in the market there was only berry. 

Then I wanted to catch a car 

But it was too far. 

To catch the car I ran fast 

And immediately I saw that  

My dress was full of dust. 

I was late to catch the train 

But in the station I fell into a drain. 

 
 

A Teacher 
Anushka Ghosh, Class VI 

 

A teacher is a noble friend 

She gives us knowledge of the modern trends 

The changes that are taking place. 

 

A teacher is said to be a philosopher 

Who says the truth of nature 

So that we bloom and flourish 

When she takes the chances to nourish. 

 

A teacher is a true guide 

Who makes the life a joyful ride 

Through ups and downs of our lives today 

Makes us happy and gay. 

 

So from the inner core of my heart 

I pray to almighty to shower plenty of love 

To shower comfort and health 

To my teachers who are my nation's wealth. 

 

 

আগমনী বার্তা 

অদ্রিজা দ্রবশ্বাস,   শ্রেনী- 

ষষ্ঠ 

 

সবার কেন মুখ বযাজার 

আজ 

আনন্দেরই মান্দে ? 

আজজ োন্দের ফুল ফুন্দেন্দে 

করডিওো তাই  বান্দজ। 

চাডরডিন্দে আনন্দের, 

আজ কনই তাই কেষ| 

ঢান্দে োঠি পড়ন্দলা বন্দল 

এন্দলা পুন্দজার করে। 

এবার কতারা আয় চন্দল 

আয়, 

ভুন্দল যত িুুঃখ খুুঁঠেনাঠে| 

সবন্দেকড় আজ আমরা 

সবাই 

পুন্দজার কনোয় মাডত| 

 

  Rajannya Roy, Class- I 
Willow 

  Ritam Ganguly, Class- I Maple 

বৃষ্টি পড়ে 

অর্তদ্রিয়া দ্রমএ , শ্রেনী- ষষ্ঠ                                                                                                                                    

 

বঠৃি পন্দড় োপুর-েুপুর| 

          ওড়না গান্দয় কমঘলা 

িুপুর |  

            জল থৈ থৈ িীডঘ 

পুেুর | 

          খুেুর কচান্দখ  হাডসর 

নুপুর| 

          জেরজেন্দর কমঘ বঠৃি 

েড়ায় | 

          কেয়া ফুন্দলর গন্ধ 

গড়ায় | 

            িনূ্দরর  বন্দন বঠৃি এন্দলা 
| 

          উিাস হাওয়া 

এন্দলান্দমন্দলা | 

             বঠৃি পন্দড় োপুর 

েুপুর | 

          ওড়না গান্দয় কমঘলা 

িুপুর | 

              কলবু পাতায় 

েরমচা| 

        |  বঠৃি তুই ঘরন্দে যা | 
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TEACHER 

Ariyan Biswas, Class-V Tapti 

     You are the heart of every classroom 
The soul of every school. 

The mind behind the message 
That leaving is cool. 

          Your patience and understanding 
Cannot be undersold. 

Your coverage and commitment 
Is that of legends told. 

Each day you teach your children 
Is a day to rejoice. 

                    Because of our children 
Will have their own voice. 

So Thank You dear Teacher 
For passing knowledge 

Through the years. 
You thought you were merely teaching 

When you were eliminating fears. 
 

Chemical equation of life 
Swastika Sharma 
Class VIII 
Aim : To study life and its properties. 

Definition : Life is a homogenous mixture of various elements as happiness, tension, disappointments, 
losses and achievements put together.  

Preparation – lab method: Take some sweet and sour experiences, disappointments and 
achievements and make a mixture in a round bottom flask and heat it over the knowledge acquired. 
Some amount of confidence is also to be added. 
Then add the salt of dreams, aims, motions and destinations. The catalyst of the experiment is the 
struggle after the process of heating the homogenous mixture of life is formed. 

Chemical equation: Experience + Achievement + Happiness + Sorrow + Struggle = Life 

Precaution: i) Not to get frustrated or disappointed. 
                      ii) Self-confidence, mental strength and strong determination should be properly mixed. 

            Physical properties: 

L – Lake of dreams and aims.  

I – Iron that soothes and suits the world.  

F – Fan that air and circulates happiness.  

E – Electricity that runs the nature.  

Conclusion: Life is electric in nature.  
 

  Tara Modak, Class- I 
Willow 

  Jaydip Das, Class- III Maple 

   Arnit Ghosh, Class - III Maple 

 Riddhima Paul, Class-II   Rajjanya Roy, Class- I 
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Editorial Team’s message: 

Reaching out to you 

It is nice to meet you yet again in our world of ‘PEBBLES’. In this newsletter, we have highlighted the major events 

and activities that were carried out in our school in the last four months. At Magnus Global School, we look 

forward to your precious suggestions and advices to add a new dimension to our experiential methods of 

learning. We also take this opportunity to thank all our caregivers. We welcome your precious suggestions at 

info@magnus.school. 

Thanking you, 
Editorial Team- Shuvadeep Sil (Class VIII), Sangita Rajbanshi , Prantik Mitra, Debarpita Ganguly and Nakul Mondal 

 
 

 

Cedar Maple Willow Cedar Maple Cedar Maple 

Tanisha Majumdar Debasmita Bose Rupkatha Roy Somdutta Chowdhury Ridhima Maity Safrin Mondal Akriti Sen

Prapti Biswas Aleena Akmal Arpan Pain Mayurakshi Roy Isabella Mukherjee Ankita Roy Srija Sarkar

Aditri Murmu Samadar Ganguly Rajannya Roy Ayushmita Kundu Ananya Pal Shaan Sarkar Akriti Sen

Barnik Ghosh Sk. Roshni Gayetree Dey Satyaki Mudi Nidhi Halder Aishi Guha Salini Mallick

Roudra Biswas Aritri Sen Anwesha Mandal Reeshanuddin Mondal Debayan Dey Abhismita Seth Akriti Sen

Piyush Sharma Aleena Akmal Anirban Roy Samprikta Dey Palak Pareek Chandni Islam Srija Sarkar

Aditri Murmu Souvika Sharma Ankan Roy Adrija Maity Debayan dey Diptayan Ghosh Amit Tiwari

Ahindra Das Dev Chowrasia Srijan Biswas Arkadeep Nandy Nidhi Halder Sk.Aman Sultan Subhojit Dey

Parameters

Assignments

Discipline

Neatness

Class I Class II Class III

Attendance

Cedar Maple Kaveri Tapti

Titli Laha Jinita Mukherjee Silica Chakroborty Annesha Pal Prapti Dey Swapnila Roy Gayetri Roy Ruplekha kar

Souharda Basu

Sristi Biswas

Shreyashi Sen Shirana Ghosh Aesha Pal Sayone Mallick Sohana Parvin Rishima Aich Shuvadip Sil Sristi Biswas

Souharda Basu

Mohor Das

Arpan Das Ushmita basu Shreha Mudi Bhubaneswar Ghosh Paromita Mondal

Shreyashi Sen Rishav Dubey Sankha Subhra Som Anamika Sarkar Afrin Khan Sabarna Adak

Ahana Mondal Antarip Mishra Ishika Tasnim Annesha Pal Prapti Dey Biyas Chatterjee Swastika Sharma Sristi Biswas

Souharda Basu

Mohor Das

Rimi Mitra Jinita Mukherjee Abdul Amman Molla Taras Kisku Biyas Chatterjee Soham Halder

Priyanshu Nayek Annesha Pal Swastika Sharma

Samadarshi Ghosh Ranit Nandy

Silica Chakroborty

Sounak Kar Sataraupa Das Bairagya

Parameters STD IX
Class IV Class V

Attendance

Souharda Basu

Sunipa Paul Shirana Ghosh Sadrita Mondal Priti Ghosh Debargha Halder Swapnila Roy Shuvadip Sil

Assignments

Discipline

Teamwork

Neatness

Bhubaneswar GhoshTitli Laha Debadrita Ghosh Sk. Aman Mondal

STD VI STD VII STD VIII

Sk. Masum ArafinSoham Mallick Anik Majumdar Debayan Banerjee Ronit Nandy

mailto:info@magnus.school

